
Materials: Châtelaine “Spring Morning”                        CHAT 036 
 “Enchanted Gardens III” ( former Mystery V) 
 
Thread Color Substitute 

DMC 

Needlepoint Inc. Silk 
Additionally you will need one length of DMC  898 for a little 
bit of backstitching and “over one” as well as one length of 
DMC 307 
 
 
 
 
 

❏  602 
❏  603 
❏  605 
❏  407 (x2) 
❏  358 
❏  353 
❏  352 
❏  822 

❏  3042 
❏  3041 
❏  3740 
❏  319 
❏  3345 
❏  3347 
❏  368 
❏  798 

The Thread Gatherer Silk ‘n Colors 
( please regard when substituting  
these, that you do not have a variegated effect with the plain 
DMC !!) 

❏  975 Meadowgrass 
❏  055 Camouflage 
❏  021 Sweet Peas 
❏  071 Lavender Blues 

❏  3348 
❏  895 
❏  316 
❏  793 

Rainbow Gallery Petite Treasure Braid  ❏  PB 02 (2) ❏  210 Kreinik Braid #4 
Anchor Marlitt ❏  800 white ❏  any other WHITE Rayon 
Delica Beads ( substitute MillHill Seed Beads) 
 
 

❏  862   x424 
❏  117   x252   
❏  501   x316 
❏  124   x428 

❏  2088 
❏  2079 
❏  0557 
❏  2047 

Swarovski Crystals (4mm bicones) ❏  Montana Blue ( 16 pieces) --  
Susan Clarke Originals Buttons - Attention: Colors vary, see if 
you can find one which fits on your piece ☺ 

❏  Hummingbird # 170 -- 

Size ( mere design size ! add free fabric round the design !) 
Design size = 82 x 320 stitches 
17.4 x  67.7 cm at 12ct 
14.9 x  58.1 cm at 14ct 
6.8 x  26.7 inches at 12ct 
5.9 x  22.9 inches at 14ct 
 
 

Fabric : Vaupel & Heilenbeck 
linen banding in pale blue , 
28/14 count, 16 cm wide or 
any other linen fabric with a 
color of your choice. 

 

 
Disclaimer : I make the conversions into DMC, Mill Hill and Kreinik products with help of original brand thread cards and 
samples of the beads and braids following my own taste of color and the feeling of what will go with that particular design, but I 
would like you to regard that the piece is designed for the use of the “original” materials ( variegated silks etc) and the effect and 
overall look can be quite different if you use other materials or other people’s conversions. As well the size of the Mill Hill Beads 
is different to the Delica beads.I am not responsible if you do not like the look of the conversion materials.If you want the piece 
to look the same, use the same :) 
 


